Abstract. We propose and explore a formal approach for black-box testing asynchronously communicating components in open environments. Asynchronicity poses a challenge for validating and testing components. We use Creol, a high-level, object-oriented language for distributed systems and present an interface specification language to specify components in terms of traces of observable behavior. The language enables a concise description of a component's behavior, it is executable in rewriting logic and we use it to give test specifications for Creol components. In a specification, a clean separation between interaction under control of the component or coming from the environment is central, which leads to an assumption-commitment style description of a component's behavior. The assumptions schedule the inputs, whereas the outputs as commitments are tested for conformance with the specification. The asynchronous nature of communication in Creol is respected by testing only up-to a notion of observability. The existing Creol interpreter is combined with our implementation of the specification language to obtain a specification-driven interpreter for testing.
Introduction
To reason about open distributed systems and predicting their behavior is intrinsically difficult. A reason for that is the inherent asynchronicity and the resulting non-determinism. It is generally accepted that the only way to approach complex systems is to "divide-and-conquer", i.e., consider components interacting with their environment. Abstracting from internal executions, their black-box behavior is given by interactions at their interface. In this paper we use Creol [20] , a programming and modeling language for distributed systems based on concurrent, active objects communicating via asynchronous method calls.
To describe and test Creol components, we introduce a concise specification language over communication labels. The expected behavior is given as a set of traces at the interface. Both input and output interactions are specified but play quite different roles. As input events are not under the control of the object, but ⋆ Part of this work has been supported by the EU-project IST-33826 Credo: Modeling and analysis of evolutionary structures for distributed services and the GermanNorwegian DAAD-NWO exchange project Avabi (Automated validation for behavioral interfaces of asynchronous active objects).
of the environment, input is considered as assumptions about the environment whereas output describes commitments of the object. For input interactions, we ensure that the specified assumptions on the environment are fulfilled by scheduling the incoming calls in the order specified, while for output events, which are controlled by the component, we test that the events occur as specified. An expression in the specification language thus gives an assumption-commitment style specification [10] for a component by defining the valid observable output behavior under the assumption of a certain scheduling of the input. Scheduling and testing of a component is done by synchronizing the execution of the component with the specification. As a result, the scheduling is enforced in the execution of the component and the actual outgoing interactions from the component are tested against the output labels in the specification. This gives a framework for testing whether an implementation of a component conforms with the interface specification. Incorrect or nonconforming behavior of the component under a given scheduling is reported as an error.
It is important in the specification, to carefully distinguish between the interactions which are scheduled and those for which the component is responsible and which are checked for conformance. We do so by formalizing well-formedness conditions on specifications. Well-formedness enforces a syntactic distinction between input and output specifications and, in addition, assures that only "meaningful" traces, i.e., those corresponding to possible behavior, can be specified. Besides that, the specification language captures two crucial features of the interface behavior of Creol objects. First, Creol allows to dynamically create objects and threads (via asynchronous method calls), which gives rise to dynamic scoping. This is reflected in the interface behavior by scope extrusion and the specification language allows to express freshness of communicated object and thread references. Second, due to the asynchronous nature of the communication model, the order in which outgoing messages from a component are observed by an external observer does not necessarily reflect the order in which they where actually sent. We take this asynchronous message passing into account by only considering trace specifications up-to an appropriate notion of observational equivalence.
Contributions The paper contains the following contributions: We formalize the interface behavior of a concurrent, object-oriented, language plus a corresponding behavioral interface specification language in Sect. 2 and Sect. 3. This gives the basis for testing active Creol objects, where a test environment can be simulated by execution of the specifications. Sect. 4 explains how to compose a Creol program and a specification and how to use this for testing. Furthermore, the existing Creol interpreter is extended with the implementation of the specification language. This yields a specification-driven interpreter for testing asynchronous Creol components. The implementation is described in Sect. 5 
The Creol language
Creol [9, 20] is a high-level object-oriented language for distributed systems, featuring active objects and asynchronous method calls. Concentrating on the core features, we elide inheritance, dynamic class upgrades, etc. They would complicate the interface description, but not alter the basic ideas presented here.
The Creol-language features active objects and its communication model is based on exchanging messages asynchronously. This is in contrast with objectoriented languages based on multi-threading, such as Java or C # , which use "synchronous" message passing in which the calling thread inside one object blocks and control is transferred to the callee. Exchanging messages asynchronously decouples caller and callee, which makes that mode of communication advantageous in a distributed setting. On the receiver side, i.e., at the side of the callee, each object possesses an input "queue" in which incoming messages are waiting to be served by the object. To avoid uncontrolled interference, each object acts as a monitor, i.e., at most one method body is executing at each point in time. The choice, which method call in the input queue is allowed to enter the object next is non-deterministic.
After presenting the abstract syntax in the next section, we sketch the operational semantics, concentrating on the external behavior, i.e., the message exchange with the environment.
Syntax
The abstract syntax of the calculus, which is in the style of standard object calculi [1] , is given in Tab. 1. It distinguishes between user syntax and runtime syntax, the latter underlined. The user syntax contains the phrases in which programs are written; the run-time syntax contains syntactic material additionally needed to express the behavior of the executing program in the operational semantics.
The basic syntactic category of names n, which count among the values v, represents references to classes, to objects, and to threads. To facilitate reading, we allow ourselves to write o and its syntactic variants for names referring to objects, c for classes, and n when being unspecific. Technically, the disambiguation between the different roles of the names is done by the type system and the abstract syntax of Tab. 1 uses the non-specific n for names. The unit value is represented by () and x stands for variables, i.e., local variables and formal parameters, but not instance variables.
A component C is a collection of classes, objects, and (named) threads, with 0 representing the empty component. The sub-entities of a component are composed using the parallel-construct . The entities executing in parallel are the named threads n t , where t is the code being executed and n the name of the thread. The name n of the thread is, at the same time, the future reference under which the result value of t, if any, will be available. In this paper, when describing the interface behavior, we restrict ourselves to the situation where the component consists of one object only, plus arbitrary many threads/method
. . , l = m method suite F ::= l = f, . . . , l = f fields m ::= ς(n:T ).λ(x:T, . . . , x:T ).t method f ::= ς(n:T ).λ().v | ς(n:T ).λ().⊥ n ′ field t ::= v | stop | let x:T = e in t thread e ::= t | if v = v then e else e | if undef (v.l()) then e else e expr. The named threads n t are incarnations of method bodies "in execution". Each thread belongs to one specific object "inside" which it executes, i.e., whose instance variables it has access to. Object locks are used to rule out unprotected concurrent access to the object states: Though each object may have more than one method body incarnation partially evaluated, at each time point at most one of those bodies (the lock owner) can be active inside the object. Method calls in Creol are issued asynchronously, i.e., the calling thread continues executing and the code of the method being called is computed concurrently in a new thread located in the callee object. The ν-operator is used for hiding and dynamic scoping, as known from the π-calculus [23] . In a component C = ν(n:T ).C ′ , the scope of the name n (of type T ) is restricted to C ′ and unknown outside C. ν-binders are introduced when dynamically creating new named entities, i.e., when instantiating new objects or new threads. The scope of a ν-binder is dynamic, when the name is communicated by message passing, the scope is enlarged.
Besides components, the grammar specifies the lower level syntactic constructs, in particular, methods, expressions, and (unnamed) threads, which are basically sequences of expressions. A method ς(s:T ).λ( x: T ).t provides the method body t abstracted over the ς-bound "self" parameter, here s, and the formal parameters x. For uniformity, fields are represented as methods without parameters Table 2 . Internal steps (except self), with a body being either a value or yet undefined. Note that the methods are stored in the classes but the fields are kept in the objects. In freshly created objects, the lock is free, and all fields carry the undefined reference ⊥ c , where class name c is the (return) type of the field. We use f for instance variables or fields and l = ς(s:T ).λ().v, resp. l = ς(s:T ).λ().⊥ c for field variable definition (l is the label of the field). Field access is written as v.l() and field update as v ′ .l := ς(s:T ).λ().v. By convention, we abbreviate the latter constructs by l = v, l = ⊥ c , v.l, and v ′ .l := v. Note that the construct v.l() is used for field access only, but not for method invocation. We also use v ⊥ to denote either a value v or a symbol ⊥ c for being undefined. Direct access to fields across object boundaries is forbidden by convention, and we do not allow method update. Instantiation of a new object from class c is denoted by new c.
The expression o@l( v) denotes an asynchronous method call, where the caller creates a new thread/future reference and continues its execution. The further expressions claim, get, suspend, grab, and release deal with synchronization. They take care of releasing and acquiring the lock of an object appropriately. As they work pretty standard and as lock-handling is not visible at the interface (and thus does not influence the development), we omit describing them in detail here and refer to the longer version [15] .
Operational semantics
The operational semantics of a program being tested is given in two stages: steps internal to the program, and those occurring at the interface. The two stages correspond to the rules of Tab. 2 and 4. The internal rules deal with steps not interacting with the object's environment, such as sequential composition, conditionals, field lookup and update, etc. The rules are standard and most are omitted here. We also omit the definition of structural congruence here, specifying standard structural properties such as associativity, commutativity, and basic facts about scoping. The elided rules can be found in the long version [15] . The communication labels, the basic building blocks of the interface interactions, are given in Tab. 3. A component or object exchanges information with the environment via call -and return-labels, and the interactions is either incoming or outgoing (marked ? resp. !). The basic label n call o.l( v) represents a call of method l in object o. In that label, n is a name identifying the thread that executes the method in the callee and is therefore the (future) reference under which the result of the method call will be available (if ever) for the caller. The incoming label n return(v) ? hands the value from the corresponding call back to the object, which renders it ready to be read. Its counterpart, the outgoing return, passes the value to the environment. Besides that, labels can be prefixed by bindings of the form ν(n:T ) which express freshness of the transmitted name, i.e., scope extrusion. As usual, the order of such bindings does not play a role Given a basic label γ = ν(Ξ).γ ′ where Ξ is a name context such that ν(Ξ) abbreviates a sequence of single n:T bindings and where γ ′ does not contain any binders, we call γ ′ the core of the label and refer to it by ⌊γ⌋. We define the core analogously for receive and send labels. The free names fn(a) and the bound names bn(a) of a label a are defined as usual, whereas names(a) refer to all names of a.
The interface behavior is given by the 4 rules of Tab. 4, which correspond to the 4 different kinds of labels. The external steps are given as transitions of the form Ξ ⊢ C a − →Ξ ⊢Ć, where Ξ andΞ represents the assumption/commitment contexts of C before and after the step, respectively. In particular, the context contains the identities of the objects and threads known so far, and the corresponding typing information. This information is checked in incoming communication steps, and updated when performing a step (input or output). These two operations are captured by the following notation
which constitute part of the rules' premises in Tab. 4. Intuitively, they mean the following: label a is well-formed and well-typed wrt. the information Ξ and refers to an asynchronous call which results in a value of type T . If not interested in the type, we write Ξ ⊢ a : ok , instead. The right-hand notation of (1) extends the binding context Ξ by the bindings transmitted as part of label a appropriately.
For lack of space, we omit the formal definitions here. Intuitively, they make sure that only well-typed communication can occur and that the context is kept up-to date during reduction. Rule CallI deals with incoming calls, and basically adds the new thread n (which at the same time represents the future reference for the eventual result) in parallel with the rest of the program. In the configuration after the reduction step, the meta-mathematical notation M. Note that the step is only possible, if the lock of the object is free (⊥); after the step, the lock is taken (⊤). An outgoing call (cf. CallO) is issued by executing
.γ basic labels a ::= γ? | γ! input and output labels Table 3 . Communication labels Table 4 . External steps o.l( v). Furthermore, the binding context Ξ is updated and, additionally, previously private names mentioned in Ξ 1 might escape by scope extrusion, which is calculated by the second and third premise. Remember, that an asynchronous call, as given in CallO i from Tab. 2 does not immediately lead to an interface interaction, but is an internal step, which only afterwards (asynchronously) leads to the interface interaction as specified in CallO here. Rules RetI and RetO deal with returning the value at the end of a method call.
We write
reduces in a number of internal and external steps to Ξ 2 ⊢ C 2 , exhibiting t as the trace of the external steps.
Behavioral interface specification language
The behavior of an object (or a component consisting of a set of objects, for that matter) at the interface is described by a sequence of labels as given by Tab. 3. The black-box behavior of a component can therefore be described by a set of traces, each consisting of a finite sequence of labels. To specify sets of label traces, we employ a simple trace language with prefix, choice and recursion. Table 5 contains its syntax. The syntax of the labels in the specification language, naturally, quite resembles the labels of Tab. 3. Comparing Tabs. 3 and 5, there are
basic labels a ::= γ? | γ! input and output labels ϕ ::= X | ǫ | a.ϕ | ϕ + ϕ | rec X.ϕ specifications Table 5 . Specification language two differences: first, instead of names or references n, the specification language here uses variables. Second, the labels here allow a binding of the form (x:T ).γ, which has no analog in Tab. 3; the form ν(x:T ).γ corresponds to ν(n:T ).γ, of course. Both binding constructs act as variable declarations, with the difference that ν(x:T ).γ not just introduces a variable (together with its type T ), but in addition asserts that the names represented by that variable must be fresh. The binding (x:T ).γ corresponds to a conventional variable declaration, introducing the variable x which represents arbitrary values (of type T ), either fresh or already known. In the specification, it is important to distinguish between input and output interactions, as input messages are under the control of the environment, whereas the outputs are to be provided by the object as specified. This splits the specification into an assumption part under the responsibility of the environment, and a commitment part, controlled by the component. Hence, the input interactions are the ones being scheduled, whereas the outputs are not; they are used for testing that the object behaves correctly. To specify non-deterministic behavior, the language supports a choice operator, and we distinguish between choices taken by the environment-external choice-and those the object is responsible forinternal choice. Especially, we do not allow so-called mixed choice, i.e., choices are either under control of the object itself and concerns outgoing communication, or under control of the environment and concerns incoming communication. These restrictions are formalized next as part of the well-formedness conditions.
Well-formedness
The grammar given in Tab. 5 allows to specify sets of traces. Not all specifications, however, are meaningful, i.e., describe traces actually possible at the interface of a component. We therefore formalize conditions to rule out such ill-formed specification where the main restrictions are: Typing: Values handed over must correspond to the expected types for that methods. Scoping: Variables must be declared (together with their types) before their use. Communication patterns: No value can be returned before a matching outgoing call has been seen at the interface. Specifications adhering to these restrictions are called well-formed.
Well-formedness is given straightforwardly by structural induction by the rules of Tab. 6. The rules formalize a judgment of the form
which stipulates ϕ's well-formedness under the assumption context Ξ. The metavariable p (for polarity) stands for either ?, !, or ?!, where ?! indicates the polarity for an empty sequence or for a process variable, and ? and ! indicate well-formed input and output specifications respectively. As before, Ξ contains bindings from variables and class names to their types. The class names are considered as constants and also, the context Ξ will remain unchanged during the well-formedness derivation, since all classes are assumed to be known in advance and class names cannot be communicated. This is in contrast to the variables, which represent Table 6 . Well-formedness of trace specifications object references and references to future variables (resp. thread names). Besides that, the context also stores process variables X. The rules work as follows: The empty trace is well-formed (cf. rule WF-Empty), and a process variable X is well-formed, provided it had been declared before (written Ξ ⊢ X, cf. rule WF-Var). We omit the rules WF-CallO and WF-RetO for outgoing calls, resp. outgoing get-labels, as they are dual to WF-CallI and WF-RetI.
Observational blur
Creol objects communicate asynchronously and the order of messages might not be preserved during communication. Thus, an outside observer or tester can not see messages in the order in which they had been sent, and we need to relax the specification up-to some appropriate notion of observational equivalence, denoted by ≡ obs and defined by the rules of Tab. 7. Rule Eq-Switch captures the asynchronous nature of communication, in that the order of outgoing communication does not play a role. The definition corresponds to the one given in [29] and also of [18] , in the context of multi-threading concurrency. Rule Eq-Plus allows to distribute an output over a non-deterministic choice, provided that it's a choice itself over outputs, as required by the well-formed condition in the premise. Rule Eq-Req finally expresses the standard unrolling of recursive definitions. We omit further standard equivalence rules, such as defining commutativity and associativity of + and neutrality of ǫ.
Next we state that well-formedness is preserved under the given equivalence.
Given the equivalence relation, the meaning of a specification is given operationally by the rather obvious reduction rules of Tab. 8. The next lemmas Eq-Switch ν(Ξ).γ1!.γ2!.ϕ ≡ obs ν(Ξ).γ2!.γ1!.ϕ
Eq-Rec Table 7 . Observational equivalencé Table 8 . ϕ rules express simple properties of the well-formedness condition, connecting it to the reduction relation. 
wf (where ϕ t is the trace t interpreted to conform to Tab. 5, i.e., the names of t are replaced by variables).
Scheduling and asynchronous testing of Creol objects
Next we put together the (external) behavior of an object (Sect. 2) and its intended behavior specified as in Sect. 3. Table 9 defines the interaction of the interface description with the component, basically by synchronous parallel composition. Both ϕ and the component must engage in corresponding steps, which, for incoming communication schedules the order of interactions with the component whereas for outgoing communication the interaction will take place only Table 9 . Parallel composition if it matches an outgoing label in the specification and an error is raised if input is required by the specification. The component can proceed on its own via internal steps (cf. rule Par-Int). Rule Par requires that, in order to proceed, the component and the specification must engage in the "same" step, where ϕ's step b is matched against the step a of the component. The matching is not simple pattern matching as it needs to take into account in particular the two different kinds of bindings in the specification language, ν(x:T ) as the freshness assertion and (x:T ) representing standard variable declarations . Here ⊢ a σ b states that there exist a substitution σ such that the label a produced by the component and the label b specified by the interface description can be matched. We omit the details of the matching and refer to the longer version [15] . Rule Par-Error reports an error if the specification requires an input as next step and the object however could do an output. In the rule indicates the ocurrence of an error. Note that the equivalence relation, according to rule Eq-Switch, allows the reordering of outputs, but not inputs.
Example 1.
To illustrate the testing we sketch the well-known example of a travel agency. A client asks the travel agent for a cheap flight and the travel agent finds the cheapest flight by asking the flight companies. To test an implementation of the travel agent program we give a specification modeling the behavior of the client and the flight companies and specifying the expected behavior of the travel agent. The client sends two messages. First a start message and then the request. The travel agent tries to get the price information from the flight companies and then reports the result to the client.
Implementing a specification-driven Creol interpreter
The operational semantics of the object-oriented language Creol [20] is formalized in rewriting logic [22] and executable on the Maude rewriting engine [8] .
To obtain a specification-driven interpreter for testing Creol objects, we have formalized our behavioral interface specification language in rewriting logic, too.
In the combined implementation we synchronize communication between specification terms and objects. The specification generates the required input to the object and tests whether the output behaviour of the object conforms to the specification. The original Creol interpreter consists of 21 rewrite rules and the extension adds 20 more. We have argued that specified method calls should not be placed into the callee's input queue, but the call should be answered immediately. I.e., if an incoming call is specified and the lock of the object is free, the corresponding method code should start executing immediately. In the current version of the interpreter the incoming messages are generated from the specification, which amounts to the same as only allowing scheduled calls to interact with the object.
A Creol state configuration is a multiset of objects, classes, and messages. The rewrite rules for state transitions are on the form rl Cfg => Cfg', effectively evolving the state of one object by executing a statement. Some statements generate new messages. Finally, some rules are concerned with scheduling processes and receiving messages. For the scheduling interpreter we introduce terms Spec for specifications and add rules on the form (Spec || O) Cfg => (Spec' || O') Cfg' to test the object O with respect to Spec, where || represents the synchronous parallel composition. Each rule evolves the state of a specification and the state of an object in a synchronized manner: any interaction only takes place when it matches a complementary label in the specification. For example, the Par rule in Tab. 9 is implemented by several Maude rules, of which we show Par-incoming-call and Par-remote-async-call, that handle the cases of synchronized incoming and outgoing calls; we also show the Par-Error rule in Tab The rule Par-incoming-call combines the R-Pref rule in Tab. 8 for the specification with the CallI rule in Tab. 4 for interface behavior via the Par rule. The rule only applies if the process, Pr of the object <O:C | ...> is idle (i.e., the lock is free). The specification for O, <call(T,R,M,P)? . sp>(O), starts with an incoming call label with thread name T, receiver R, method name M, and parameters P, and could by R-Pref reduce to sp. The careful reader might expect that the receiver mentioned in the specification should be the same as the object identifier O. However since a specification can contain variables, the receiver R might be identical to O but it may also be a variable, which will be matched with O in the procLab function. The function procLab (process label) generates concrete values from the variables in the specification label; builds an invoc message, i.e. a term representing a method call; and returns the message and a mapping of the variables to the values. The message and the Table 10 . Sample Maude rules substitution are extracted by the functions getM and getS, respectively. The message is placed into the configuration and the substitution is applied to sp using the app function. Method binding and the rules for executing the bound code are specified by equations in the Creol interpreter. Since equations will be applied before any other rewrite rules this ensures that the execution of the code resulting from the call starts before any other invoc message can interfere.
In the Par-remote-async-call rule the object is in a state where the next step in the executing process is an outgoing call and the specification starts with a call out. The matchCall function tries to match the concrete values derived from the object's state against the variables in the label. The condition noMismatch(Sub) blocks the conditional rule if no match is possible, otherwise the outgoing call takes place and the substitution Sub is applied to the remainder of the specification. The last rule implements the Par-Error rule. The distinction between input and output specifications is enforced by different subsorts: the variable inSp matches all specifications of incoming messages. When the next step of the executing process is a call statement, then this leads to an error, as expected.
Here we focus on the run-time behavior of specifications. Hence, we simply assume well-formedness and don't give the Maude formalization.
Conclusion
We have presented a formalization of the interface behavior of Creol together with a behavioral interface specification language. We have formally described how to use this specification language for black-box testing of asynchronously communicating Creol components and we have presented our rewriting logic implementation of the testing framework.
Related work Systematic testing is indispensable to assure quality of software and systems (cf. [25, 27, 14, 4, 3] , amongst others). [7] presents an approach to integrate black-box and white-box testing for object-oriented programs. Equivalence is based on the idea of observably equivalent terms and fundamental pairs as test cases, but not in an asynchronous setting (and as in [2] [12] [11] [13] ). In the approach, pairs of (ground) terms are used for the test cases. Testing for concurrent object-oriented programs based on synchronization sequences is investigated in [6] , using Petri nets and OBJ as foundation. Long in his thesis [21] presents ConAn ("concurrency analyser"), which generates test drivers from test scripts. The method allows to specify sequences of component method calls and the order in which the calls should be issued. It can be seen as an extension of the testing method for monitors from [5] . For scheduling the intended order, an external clock is used, which is introduced for the purpose of testing, only. In the context of C # , [17] presents model-based analysis and model-based testing, where abstract models of object-oriented programs are tested. The approach, however, does not target concurrent programs.
Even if not specifically targeting Creol, [19] pursues similar goals as this paper, validating component interfaces specified in rewriting logic. In contrast to here, the interface behavior is specified by first-order logic over traces, where from a given predicate an assumption part and a guarantee part can be derived. Our approach is more specific in that we schedule incoming calls to a component, and test the output behavior. In [28] , the authors target Creol as language and investigate how different schedulings of object activity restrict the behavior of a Creol object, thus leading to more specific test scenarios. The focus, however, is on the intra-object scheduling, and the test purposes are given as assertions on the internal state of the object. This is in contrast to the setting here, focusing on the interface communication. The testing methodologies are likewise different. We execute the behavioral trace specification directly in composition with the implementation being tested. They use a scheduling strategy and a model for an object implementation to generate test cases which then are used afterwards to test for compliance with an implemented Creol object.
Future work We plan to extend the theory to components under test instead of single objects. This leads to complex scheduling policies and complex specifications. Furthermore, there are several interesting features of the Creol language which may be added, including first-class futures, promises, processor release points, inheritance and dynamic class updates. For the specification language we want to investigate how to extend it with assertion statements on labels, which leads to scheduling policies sensitive to the values in the communication labels. Natural further steps for the implementation is to extend it to include a check for well-formedness according to Tab. 6, and also to modify the matching algorithm to distinguish between fresh and already known names . The generation of Creol messages from specifications can also be made more sophisticated to achieve better test coverage. It is also interesting to combine the approach we describe here with model checking and abstraction. By using the built-in search functionality of Maude, model checking of invariants can be done easily. We plan to additionally use Maude's LTL model checker with our testing framework.
